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Abstract

Subduction zone drilling into a seismogenic zone has recently been planned to understand the

mechanics of large thrust earthquakes. We review studies on fault zone structures in land areas and

fault mechanics studies related to the fault zones. We also point out possibilities of estimating the

parameters of slip-weakening and/or rate and state dependent friction laws from a parameter of

thickness of fault gouges or of fault damaged zones observed in the borehole. Two types of low

velocity zone, the fault and the oceanic crust low-velocity zones (FLVZ and CLVZ), can be expected

along the subduction zone plate-boundary. Delineations of FLVZ and CLVZ clarify the frictional

properties of the sunduction zone plate-boundary and detailed structures of the subducting oceanic

crust at deeper parts. The trapped wave observation in the subduction zone borehole is a useful tool

for delineating FLVZ and CLVZ in the upper parts of the subducting slab.

Key words : low-velocity zone, subduction zone, earthquake rupture process, trapped wave, down-

hole seismic observation

+. Introduction

The mechanics of large thrust earthquakes in

shallow parts of subduction zones are understood as

frictional sliding along upper boundary of descend-

ing slabs. Earthquake faulting is controlled by many

parameters such as stress states, temperature, ge-

ometry, and mechanical properties of the slip inter-

faces or zones and elastic parameters of the sur-

rounding material. Subduction zone drilling into a

seismogenic zone has been recently planned to un-

derstand the mechanics of large thrust earthquakes.

It would directly provide information about these

parameters. However, we consider a few di$culties

in understanding the mechanisms of subduction

zone earthquakes through such drilling. First, al-

though the parameters related to earthquake fault-

ing can be elucidated by deep drilling across the

seismogenic zone, the parameters measured directly

in a borehole are inherently local at a borehole site.

The spatial distribution of these parameters along

the plate boundary is obviously necessary for an

understanding of the earthquake processes. Sec-

ondly, we must know how these parameters are

quantitatively related to earthquake faulting. This

paper reviews previous studies to address possible

ways to overcome these di$culties. We review stud-

ies on fault zone structures in land areas and fault

mechanics studies related to the fault zones. We

further show the feasibility of trapped wave observa-

tions with a downhole seismic array in a borehole in

the subduction zone.

,. Low-velocity zones along the active faults in

land areas

To understand fault zone properties in land ar-

eas, fault zone seismic waves such as fault zone head

waves, direct waves propagating in the zones, and

trapped waves in the zones have been analyzed (e. g.
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Hough et al., +33. ; Li et al., +33., +332, ,**, ; Ben-Zion

and Malin, +33+ ; Ben-Zion, +332 ; Kuwahara and Ito,

,***, Mamada et al., ,**,). The existence of trapped

waves along fault zones indicates the existence of a

fault low-velocity zone (FLVZ) that can trap seismic

energy. We can estimate seismic velocity and at-

tenuation structures in and around the low-velocity

zones along the faults by analyzing the waveforms of

trapped waves. Velocity and attenuation are proba-

bly related to the degree of rock damage. Fault

segmentations can be also clarified using trapped

waves. When hypocenters are in the FLVZ, the

trapped waves can be observed; when hypocenters

are located outside the zone, the trapped waves can-

not be observed. Consequently, the hypocenter dis-

tribution of events that generate the trapped waves

indicates the segmentation structure.

Various kinds of observations have been per-

formed in and around a borehole penetrating the

Nojima fault zone, which was ruptured during the

+33/ Hyogoken-nanbu earthquake (MJMA�1.,), at a

depth of 0,*m (Ito et al., +330). The observations just

after drilling were core inspections, borehole logging,

and vertical seismic profiling (VSP) of the borehole.

Long-term seismic monitoring after drilling has been

performed using a borehole seismometer array at

three depth levels, and surface seismic array around

the borehole (Pervukhina et al., ,**-). Ito et al. (+330)

and Tanaka et al. (,**+) elucidate lithology and physi-

cal properties such as electric resistivity, density, and

seismic velocities throughout the borehole by core

inspection and borehole logging. They find a fault

zone with a width of a few tens of meters character-

ized by altered and deformed granodiorite with fault

gouge, low resistivity, low density, and low veloci-

ties. They show that the fault damaged zone defined

by core inspections is consistent with the FLVZ. Ito

and Kuwahara (+330) and Kuwahara and Ito (,***)

investigate the width of a low velocity zone of the

Nojima fault using trapped wave observations of

surface seismic arrays. The estimated width is about

/* m, which is consistent with the results of fault

drilling.

The studies mentioned above indicate that the

spatial extent of structural parameters derived from

local and direct borehole observations in a fault zone

can be estimated from the trapped wave analysis. On

the other hand, there have been no reports of such

FLVZs or damaged zones in the subduction-zone

plate-boundaries. This is probably because there

have been no opportunities to detect such thin fault

damaged zones in subduction zones. Because many

FLVZs have been found in land areas as mentioned

before, it is quite natural to believe that such FLVZs

also exist in the plate-boundary fault zone. If there is

a borehole penetrating a subduction-zone plate-

boundary, downhole seismic array observations will

become possible. Analysis of the trapped waves in

the subduction region by means of the downhole

array would provide a new tool for delineating and

monitoring the fault damaged zone along the plate

boundary in the same way as land area observations.

-. Dynamics of faulting in fault low-velocity zone

It appears plausible that the presence of the

FLVZ has significant e#ects on earthquake rupture.

To date, earthquake rupture processes have usually

been considered to be on a fault, which is a smooth,

planar surface embedded in a uniform elastic me-

dium. Slip-weakening and/or rate and state depend-

ent friction laws have been introduced on such pla-

nar surfaces to evaluate fracture energies of earth-

quake faulting (Ida, +31, ; Aki, +313), acceleration of

fault rupture propagation (Andrew, +310 a, b ; Ohnaka,

+33- ; Shibazaki and Matsu’ura, +33,), and relatively

long-term earthquake cycles (Stuart et al., +32/ ; Tse

and Rice, +320). In these studies, a characteristic slip

distance d* defined in the slip-weakening model, or

D* defined in the rate and state dependent friction

laws, and/or a cohesive zone size w*, are key parame-

ters for the above evaluations of slip-weakening

and/or rate and state dependent friction laws. We

have to know how the properties of fault zone or

surface are related to these parameters when fault

zone properties are elucidated through drilling.

The parameter d* is considered to be related to

the properties of the fault zone or the surface.

Matsu’ura et al. (+33,), Marone and Kilgore (+33-),

Yamashita and Fukuyama (+330), Kuwahara and Ito

(,**,) have proposed various fault zone (or surface)

models describing friction laws. Basic concepts of

their models are schematically illustrated in Fig. +.

Figs. + (a) to (d) are called roughness model, gouge

layer model, damaged zone model, and plastic defor-

mation model, respectively. The roughness model

(Fig. + a) of Matsu’ura et al. (+33,) describes slip-
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weakening frictional properties by considering a mi-

croscopic interaction between irregular fault sur-

faces. They successfully introduced fractal limits of

fault surface topography to simulate the slip-

weakening behavior observed in laboratory experi-

ments byOhnaka et al. (+321). The gouge layer model

(Fig. +b) proposed by Marone and Kilgore (+33-) is

based on the physical interpretation that the charac-

teristic slip distance D* is controlled by the thickness

of the gouge zone of earthquake faults. The dam-

aged zone model (Fig. + c) is proposed by Yamashita

and Fukuyama (+330), taking account of elastic wave

scattering due to cracks in the damaged zone. They

show that apparent slip-weakening behavior is ob-

served outside the fault zone. The plastic deforma-

tion model is proposed by Kuwahara and Ito (,**,)

by assuming that the FLVZ is identical to the plastic

deformation zone around the crack tip defined in

fracture mechanics. All four models seem to be

candidates of a model to estimate the friction pa-

rameters from core samples or physical logging data

obtained from a planned subduction zone plate-

boundary drilling. It is noted that the thickness of

the gouge layer or the fault damaged zone directly

measured by drilling technology will in practice be

an important parameter for describing models (b), (c),

and (d). It may be di$cult to estimate a roughness

parameter, which is important for model (a), from the

slip surface of a core sample, if the fault slip surface

is accompanied by a fault gouge. Thus, models (b),

(c), and (d) will be able to estimate friction parame-

ters from borehole observations.

.. Oceanic crust as low-velocity zones in the de-

scending slab

Low-velocity zones other than the fault dam-

aged zone are likely to be found in the subduction

zones (e.g. Fukao et al. +32-) ; the low-velocity zone

corresponds to the descending oceanic crust. Studies

on seismic velocity structures of subduction zones

show that P and S wave velocities in the descending

oceanic crusts are lower than those of the mantle

material at depths. Thus, it should be noted that the

fault zones of large earthquakes along the subduc-

tion zone plate-boundaries are considered to be

formed in or on the surface of the oceanic crust

low-velocity zone (CLVZ). If this is the case, the

trapped waves possibly o#er e#ective methods for

imaging the descending oceanic crust of the upper

parts of the oceanic plate in the subduction region.

The seismic velocity structures of subduction

regions that are shallower than a few tens of kilome-

ters have been delineated by reflection and/or refrac-

tion surveys (e.g. Iwasaki et al.,+323 ; Kodaira et al.,

,*** ; Tsuru et al., ,**+ ; Nakanishi et al., ,**, ; Park et

al., ,**, : Kurashimo et al., ,**,). The deeper parts of

the velocity structure have been constrained by ana-

lyzing converted or guided seismic waves observed

at land stations (e.g. Fukao et al. +32- ; Hori, +33* ;

Matsuzawa et al. +33*). These studies also show that

the CLVZs exist along the upper boundary of de-

scending slabs from a depth of a few kilometers to a

depth of more than +**km, although the depth limit

of the existence of the low-velocity zone is not clear.

They suggests that deep focus earthquakes occur in

the CLVZ with a thickness of about /km. Recent

Fig. +. Basic concepts of reviewed models of the fault zone or the fault surface to describe the friction laws. (a)

Roughness model by Matsu’ura et al. (+33,). Irregular fault surface topography control the slip-weakening

behavior. (b) Gouge layer model by Marone and Kilgore (+33-). Slip-weakening behavior is controlled by a

thickness Wg of the gouge zone of the earthquake faults. (c) Damaged zone model by Yamashita and

Fukuyama (+330). An apparent slip-weakening behavior is observed outside the fault zone, which is caused by

elastic wave scattering due to cracks (parallel thin lines) in the damaged zone with a thickness Wd. (d) Plastic
deformation model by Kuwahara and Ito (,**,). The FLVZ with a thickness Wd is assumed to be identical to

the plastic deformation zone (circular region) around the crack tip defined in fracture mechanics.
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high-resolution observations of descending slabs in

the Nankai (Kurashimo et al., ,**,) and the Sanriku

(Takahashi et al., ,***, Tsuru et al., ,**+) subdction

zones suggest that there are low-velocity layers cor-

responding to Layer + or Layer , of the oceanic crust

with a thickness of +**m to +km in the upper part of

the slab down to at least +/km. Fujie et al. (,**,)

suggest that a low-velocity layer of fluid of several

hundred meters in thickness exists at the plate

boundary from reflection surveys in the Sanriku re-

gion and that the fluid layer is closely related to the

activity of micro earthquakes. Thus, many studies

have suggested that the descending oceanic crust

acts as a low-velocity zone formed in the upper part

of the slab. Further, the CLVZ does not consist of a

single layer but of a few layers, that is, Layers +, ,,

and - of the oceanic crust or a fluid layer, with

di#erent low velocities.

We can expect trapped waves in the CLVZ, even

if the CLVZ consists of many layers. A detailed

analysis of the trapped waves will be able to clarify

the detailed structure of the multi-layer CLVZs, be-

cause multi-layer low-velocity zones must strongly

a#ect the waveforms of the trapped waves as indi-

cated by Mamada et al. (,**-). Thus, a new window

for high-resolution mapping and monitoring of

deeper parts of the subduction zone will be opened to

delineate a subducting oceanic crust in the subduc-

tion zone by means of the trapped wave observa-

tions.

/. Feasibility study of trapped wave observations

for CLVZ in the subduction zone

We can expect two types of low-velocity zone,

the FLVZ and the CLVZ, along the subduction zone

plate-boundary as reviewed in the previous sections.

A feasibility test of trapped wave observations in the

subduction region is possible by performing numeri-

cal calculations of synthetic seismic waves for a real-

istic seismic velocity structure, because the velocity

structures of the suduction zones have been eluci-

dated to some extent. Here, we examine the Nankai

subduction zone, central Japan, as an example. The

synthetic calculations are performed only for a

model of the single layer of the CLVZ with a thick-

ness of /km at present. We do not perform the cal-

culation for a FLVZ model or a multi-layer CLVZ

model because the grid sizes for the FLVZ model or

the multi-layer CLVZ model are too small to get

reliable numerical results from computations. Com-

putations for both models with smaller grids will be

performed in the next step.

To obtain the synthetic waveforms, we applied a

--D staggered-grid finite-di#erence method with a

fourth- and second-order approximation for the spa-

tial and time derivatives, respectively, developed by

Mamada et al. (,**,, ,**-). The tested CLVZ struc-

ture model is shown in Fig. ,. This model was made

by simplifying the results of a refraction survey at

the Nankai subduction zone obtained by Nakanishi

et al. (,**,). P and S wave velocities of each layer are

shown in the figure. An earthquake source with a

mechanism of down-dip compression is denoted by a

star. The grid spacing of the model and a time step

are /**m and *.*,/ s, respectively. A source time

function is given by (+�cos (,pt/T*)) for *�t�T* and

zero otherwise, where T* represents the pulse width

and was set at + s. Attenuation parameter � is not
included in the present simulations.

Top and bottom figures in Fig. - show the syn-

thetic waveforms for arrays + and ,, respectively,

whose positions are shown in Fig. ,. Arrays + and ,

correspond to the trench-ward and land-ward bore-

holes, respectively. We show the results of radial and

transverse components. The CLVZ is positioned

along vertical lines between two arrows in Fig. -. We

can see many up- and down-going waves in the

radial components. The down-going waves in the

Fig. ,. CLVZ structure model tested to perform a nu-

merical simulation in the subduction zone. An earth-

quake source with a mechanism of down-dip com-

pression are denoted by a star at a depth of ./km.

The arrays + and , correspond to the trench-ward and

land-ward boreholes, respectively. Other parameters

for calculations are shown in the text.
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array + for the shallower borehole are dominant com-

pared to those in the array ,. It is clearly seen that

the amplitudes of the S wave in the CLVZ, especially

in the transverse component of the array ,, are much

larger than those in the layer deeper than the CLVZ.

The large amplitudes of the S wave for the array ,

are observed in the layer shallower than the CLVZ.

This is because velocity contrasts of land-ward

crusts with P wave velocities of 0km/s and 0.0km/s

to the CLVZ with a velocity of 0km/s are much

smaller than the contrast between the CLVZ and the

mantle with a velocity of 2km/s. Thus, the trapped

energy leaks into the layer that is shallower than the

CLVZ. On the other hand, the waves trapped in the

CLVZ are not clear for the array +. This seems to be

due to an e#ect of the leak of the trapped energy into

the shallower layer before the trapped wave arrives

at array +. Relative amplitudes of trapped waves in

the CLVZ to those of S waves in the deeper layer are

considered to become small due to this leak of

trapped energy. It should be noted that the e#ect of

a kink of CLVZ between the arrays + and , is consid-

ered to be minor according to the results of Li and

Vidale (+330), who evaluated the kink e#ect using

numerical simulations. It is concluded that the

trapped energy of the S wave is more easily detected

in CLVZ for array , than array +. Although we only

simulate the single CLVZ model in the present paper,

simulations for the FLVZ model and the multi-layer

CLVZ model will be possible in the next step after

improvements are made to our programming code.

0. Conclusion

We expect two types of low velocity zone along

the subduction-zone plate-boundary : FLVZ and

CLVZ. Delineation of the FLVZ will clarify the fric-

tional properties of the sunduction-zone plate-bound-

ary, taking the quantitative models describing the

fault zone into account. The trapped wave observa-

tions in the subduction zone borehole will be a useful

tool for delineating FLVZ and CLVZ in the upper

parts of the subducting slab.
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